You begin to head towards the impossibility of a literal approach to the idea of presentness
and getting to the bottom of it and more towards how the making of the work, certain
responses to the work and consideration of it can be emblematic of it. The text is
therefore created around a series of incidental thoughts about the meaning and nature
of artistic production/non production, the work and the reception of it. Present and here
while writing (1/9/2007)

The limited
signification of the
language used in the
painting suggests
a connection with
Minimalism and its
traditional emphasis
on the loss of the
referential towards
the idea of the Gestalt
(the simplicity of the
work and its concept
hits you like a jolt)
and illumination.
Despite this the
visual impact of
the work is replete
with a palimpsest of
signifying references
that allude to:

The idea of presentness is therefore problematic in relation to the creation of discourse in
painting as to be truly present when reading the work requires an awareness of what you
see at the moment you see it. The response to the work exists in the same way that the
work exists at that moment, and then it is gone. You may ‘see’ nothing or you may ‘see’ a
myriad of things, ideas, emotions, qualities etc. They just pop into your head together with
the requisite unsaid rules about how to look at and talk about art.
What happens when the artist cannot produce or
make? Can’t even get to be present in front of a work?
Any work.

Time and retrospection are the basis on which critical debate is formed and the text is
often scribed, read and re read in different contexts away from the work, when the
work is not present.

Sifting through the debris that is interpretation serves to make meaning more ungraspable.
Very little happens towards the making of the work but
plenty of other things happen. In order to escape from
the pressures of artistic production, they defer, avoid,
and distract, intending to do anything but engage with
the present and precisely the task they need to perform
to produce. Even the writing of this text is in part an
avoidance of the production of art.

This shake up is often created when one is asked to read between the lines presented by an
image and make a distinction between what is seen and known. Often partitions are opened
and meaning becomes transparent momentarily. Then there is a disturbance and once
again meaning is obscured.
With this in mind, the idea of process as a way of
making becomes a delicious oasis in my own desert
of non-production (a possible mirage however).
I see process as a possibility for escaping my own
double bind.

Meaning in painting reveals itself like osmosis and is deposited in layers over time. It
percolates and presents itself via shifting strata that push down through matter then
settle like sediment, only to shift and change again when disturbed.
I imagine myself making paintings that start from a
concept. I give myself some rules. I formulate a plan.
I just want to get on with it, do it, and finally make

strata
buddhist

land art

line drawing

archaeology

narrative
existence
the void
infinity

calligraphy

			haiku

the incidental

									

the abject
archaeology 			

		

layers

something that I don’t have to worry about.
That is not attached to me.

But what about the effort and discipline involved?

You don’t have to be discerning in the same way about
the end product. I don’t know if I can be bothered to
discipline myself to the extent required. I’m starting
to feel uncomfortable about the constraints. I know I
won’t be able to do the same thing over and over again.
I will start to get twitchy, careless, sloppy. Deliberately,
like a child who wants to spoil because they can. Or
perhaps I will feel that I can’t be myself because of
this prison sentence imposed on my creativity and
intuition. I realise that my mental state will reflect on
what I am doing.

I can’t be ‘present’ in the making of the work. All the
old works and the weight of their successes or failures
push and pressurise on the making of the work and all
the future work that might be.

co-ordination

			

earth

time 		history

mindlessness

sediment

		

fingerprint

emptiness

macrocosm/microcosm

metaphor

I think to myself: I must try to write this text in the
same way. Set up a process; limit myself when writing
as an experiment. But I find it impossible not to allow
myself to defer from the rules I dream up to support
the activity of writing.

I start with the idea that I will try to mirror the activity
of painting by giving myself instructions and contained
rules in which to write around. For example: writing
100 words per day, 20 times to make this text.

sculpture

drawing
dendrochronology

memory

the mediterranean

How much responsibility does the artist take for what the viewer sees when present in front of the work?
This question may signal important tensions in the work between the polyphonic associations related to
the making, intention and reception of it. (14/11/2007)

paintings as allegorical objects

I don’t want my will to be secondary to the process.
To complement the discourse created by the work.

But still.............................this activity does not seem
paralysing it seems liberating, partly because I envy it.
I say hopefully to myself, it will set things in motion
once again. It could be a seductive amusement or it
could be monotonous to be repetitious to this extent.
Perhaps to limit myself will force me to be resourceful,
like a prisoner in solitary confinement. It will give me
the illusion that I am doing something.
This is ruled out automatically when I begin to
understand that to make this text discernable and
attempt to communicate meaning, alteration,
revision and perspicacity is required. What if I can’t
use the words that I want? What if I write something
and then realise that there are too many words? How
can I face the shame of writing 100 words and not
changing them if upon re reading they appear to
be wrong? I don’t like it because it’s not letting me
think. It is not letting me control the product and
aestheticise my writing.

If I can control the aesthetic voice of the work then I
can control to some extent how it is received. I think.

All this is taking me away from the here and now of
making, but it is very much about a certain kind of
letting go that Granell participates in to generate the
paintings. (7/3/2008)

2. Robert Smithson, The Writings of Robert Smithson quoted in Art in Theory 1900-1990:
an Anthology of changing ideas, Blackwell, 2002,p864

shit
1. Roland Barthes, The Responsibility of Forms, University of California Press,1991, p194

readings, which
Frederic Jameson
argued are subject to
a history of readings
and interpretive
habits.

THE CONCEPTUAL IS RELEVANT
HERE. WHILST A VISUAL
RESPONSE IS ELICITED, MENTAL
PARTICIPATION IS ALSO
REQUIRED OF THE VIEWER. THIS
IS ART AS THE EMBODIMENT OF
AN IDEA, WHICH EMPHASISES
THE DISPENSABILITY OF
PAINTING AS A UNIQUE ONE
OFF MASTERPIECE WITH ITS
SUBTLE CONNOTATIONS AND
PHILOSOPHIES. THERE IS A
VARIETY OF MOTIVATIONS
AT PLAY.

Granell’s work is made according to a process of
limitation. Lines are drawn and layers are covered
painstakingly over periods of time. Colour is
restricted and unadulterated. There is, in the making
of the work, no room for change or deviation from
the proposed activity. A plan has been made and
must be executed.
What must it be like to endlessly repeat an activity?
Painting becomes like a mantra and outside certain
‘Western’ limits imposed on the making and reception
of art. The actions to complete the work are therefore
neither frivolous nor gratuitous. The end product is a
kind of enigmatic residue of the activity, and each end
product is the same but different.
I imagine that to be present in the making of
the work for the artist is almost like being in
a permanent state of forgetting about the end
product, about all previous or future works, marks,
feelings and ideas, while seeing each action
through in a ‘current’ way. In this sense Granell is
not concerned with repeating anything, but simply
making ‘this’ mark and then the next, and so on.
Allowing distraction and thoughts about the work to
pass, possibly to return in future works. The future
and the past out of bounds. (7/10/2007)

But they are without a doubt,
there. Happening. And now.
(13/10/2007)

The paintings offer possibilities because of
their non-being; they do not impose.

Then there is the image. But there is no
image. Everything has been reduced to
the colour brown and the surface. In this
reduction, the viewer is presented with a
challenge to meaning via blocked visual
density. They don’t speak or say what you
expect them to, they return the gaze, stare
back and evade the question. The work is a
paradox: unexpected and frustrating.

There is no signification (or very little)
alluding to what the work means. The titles
neglect to provide us with clues other than
an indication of the time it took to make each
work. There is nothing suggestive to provide
the viewer with even a hidden rhetoric.

How do these ideas connect to
the work exhibited?

He links these types of challenges in painting
and the visual language of Twombly’s
work to Zen and the experience of satori
(illumination, awakening), an intellectual
shock that provides access to Buddhist
truth. Presentness. A Zen master may use
techniques that are irrational, surprising.
They often give seemingly irrelevant answers
to serious questions at the moment the
question is asked. There is mistrust for
motivation behind the question.

It is often the case, Barthes states, that the
viewer ‘’understands nothing’’ after looking
at a Twombly because the canvas gives
them nothing.

Barthes says that the search for meaning in
painting, particularly looking at Twombly’s
work is a legitimate question. What does it
represent? What does it mean?

It’s interesting that the work exhibited
mirrors Barthes’s description of Twombly’s
ethos of working, as a contradiction in
terms. Shouldn’t process be accompanied
by an attention to detail and a consistency
of approach to complement the repetition of
activity? (15/10/2007)

This gives the impression in Twombly’s work
of accidental casualness which is in fact
only an impression, as Twombly is extremely
conscious of his gestures and actions and
what they will produce.

According to Barthes in Twombly’s painting
there are chance events that take place in the
making and reception of the work despite the
fact that the work ‘’ is a result of
precise calculation’’.

Roland Barthes in The Responsibility of
Forms discusses this idea in the context
of Cy Twombly’s painting, and presents in
an obtuse way certain debates circulating
around Post Structuralism and language that
converge around the notion of the intertext
and celebrate the death of the author.

Should painting be responsible for making
meaning clear?

Just before I finished writing this text I
came across the above quote from Robert
Smithson, which relates to him thinking
about how meaning is formed. He uses
metaphors around the formation of the
natural world that also ask us to consider
the hidden ideologies present in culture that
shape our capacity to make and interpret
art. I remember vaguely reading it at least
2 years ago when I was thinking about
Granell’s paintings. At the time I read it,
I put it aside and it niggled in the back of
my mind as being important in some way.
Some of the metaphors and analogies I have
used to write this text have probably been
influenced by it and its imagery although
not in a conscious way. The implication of
what he says is relevant to the notion of
presentness and interpretation: that being
in front of the work is not necessarily being
clear about what it means. And that this
has always been the case. It sees to fit
uncannily well at present. (20/3/2008)2

‘The earth’s surface and the figments of
the mind have a way of disintegrating into
discrete regions of art. Various agents, both
fictional and real, somehow trade places
with each other- one cannot avoid the
muddy thinking………………..one’s mind and
the earth are in a constant state of erosion,
mental rivers wear away abstract banks,
brain waves undermine cliffs of thought,
ideas decompose into stones of unknowing,
and conceptual crystallizations break apart
into deposits of gritty reason. Vast moving
faculties occur in this geological miasma,
and they move in the most physical way.
The movement seems motionless yet it
crushes the landscape of logic under glacial
reveries. This slow flowage makes one aware
of the turbidity of thinking. Slump, debris,
slides, avalanches all take place within the
cracking limits of the brain. The entire body
is pulled into the cerebral sediment, where
particles and fragments make themselves
known as solid consciousness. A bleached
and fractured world surrounds the artist.
To organise this mess of corrosion into
patterns, grids and subdivisions is an
aesthetic process that has scarcely been
touched…………………….’

After thought;

A myth exists around the creative
act that has been perpetuated since
the romantic origin of the idea
of the genius within the western
world and by Modernism: that the
artist or writer is like a magician
who conjures up in a great surge
of energy and inspiration the work
of art; the making of the text or
object becoming an extension of
the artist’s self. The Ego pushing
the artist to make trials and
errors towards a perfect, original,
authentic end product.

Where is the Ego with this
work, where is the anxiety, the
deferred activity, the trial and
error, the melodrama?

Many of these props, supports
and barriers to making have been
removed to make way for a type
of production linked to a meditative,
controlled, limited activity where,
as Sol Lewitt would say, ‘the idea
becomes the machine that
makes the art’.

Time in relation
to certain
notions (History,
Modernism,
Postmodernism) and
according to how
you see it, operates
vertically. Things
can go into decline,
degrade, decompose
or distort. However,
there is with the
paintings a more
horizontal sense
of development.
Literally and
metaphorically they
are floating, free,
unburdened by time.

Despite this, the
temporal nature of
production is an
important aspect of
Granell’s work. It’s
important to the
creation of the
text also.

From one year to the
next there has been
change (between
the lines), relating
to my experience
of his painting and
perception of it next
to looking at other
paintings, teaching,
reading other texts,
visiting him and his
family, remembering
the other paintings
he has made,
thinking about and
making my own
painting. I cannot
avoid these things
when thinking about
what the paintings
mean and their
nature as objects in
time and space.

HOWEVER, THIS IS NOT ART
THAT HAS AN EXACT LINGUISTIC
CORRELATIVE AND NOR IS
IT NEUROTIC (ACTIVITY OR
END PRODUCT). WHILST THE
UNIQUENESS OF THE ART
OBJECT IS QUESTIONED THE
WORK HAS PERMANENCE. IT
CANNOT BE ERASED OR REMADE. LITTLE IMPERFECTIONS
CAUSED BY CHANGES IN PAINT
APPLICATION, PIGMENTATION
AND SURFACE AFFECT THE END
PRODUCT. (3/10/2007)

The activity of painting, the process is a
simple repetitive frame. But over time
each approach and connection with
this frame elicits a different outcome
dependent on choice of brush, density
of paint, quality of gesture and the
subjective state of the artist. A process
that starts with clarity and transparency
becomes unclear and transformed.
Only a method of interpretation as
archaeology will decode it. (1/10/2007)

It’s taken nearly 2
years to write this
text in between
other projects and
responsibilities. It
takes Granell a long
time to complete
each painting and a
body of work.

Normally, repetition
signals deadlock:
imaginary, symbolic
or real. However
here repetition is
impossibility.

To be present in
front of his painting
at the beginning is
different from being
present in front of
the work at the end.
A distance has
been travelled.

At each juncture
where the painting
and a context collide,
little sparks of
meaning and many
‘presents’ glitter
seductively. And
slowly, picking the
good ones out and
throwing the bad
ones back the text
exists in the here and
now to stand next
to and be counted
with the painting. At
its heart the nature
of it being partly
reproduction or a
representation of
texts already read
by me.
(19/3/2008)

A long time ago I asked Simón how
I should know when my work was
finished. We were in the studio
exchanging ideas. He said I should
just turn it against the wall and
look at it later, and at that present
moment, I would know if it was
finished or not. The conversation as
remembered begins to take on a new
significance 17 years later, when
considered in relation to the quote
above and to the work exhibited now.
In his work, however, there is no such
dilemma, as the process set in motion
has a beginning, middle and end. He
knows when it is finished.
My sense of his
work and its fiction
has altered being
present in front of it
in different contexts.
At his studio, during
a recent exhibition
he was in, looking at
reproductions of his
painting in a book.
There are different

‘He produces without taking for
himself, He acts without expectation,
His work is done, he is not attached to
it, And since he is not attached to it,
His work will remain’.1
Despite this, the Ego has
managed to slip in. There
are subtle deviations
from the plan each time.
It can’t be helped.
(6/11/2007)

in no particular order
					

in no particular order

“Blandness not as the absence of
defining qualities but as the harmonious
union of all potential values - an infinite
opening into human experience.”
(François, J. 2007)
It is the kind of art making that should
come with a health warning. It is
either going to do your head in or put
a smile on your face. Until now the
work has contained as many as fifty
or sixty layers making up a systematic
approach to counting the days taken to
complete a work.
“Mirroring the scattering that occurs
in thought when confronting art
which refuses to answer in the normal
way questions around meaning, the
text proposes through a series of
incidental speculations (related to
non-western forms of writing) and
explores the almost impossible notion
of presentness with respect to meaning
and the reception of the work, its formal
properties and the process of making.”
(Abiker, K. 2007)
The idea of presentness is therefore
problematic in relation to the creation
of discourse in painting as to be truly
present when reading the work requires
an awareness of what you see at the
moment you see it. The response to
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the work exists in the same way that
the work exists at that moment, and
then it is gone. You may ‘see’ nothing
or you may ‘see’ a myriad of things,
ideas, emotions, qualities etc. They just
pop into your head together with the
requisite unsaid rules about how to look
at and talk about art.
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“The possibility of a resulting
narrative converging between the
art and the text around this idea is
formed as the events that take place
between the two create shifting and
changing contexts and boundaries
for the viewer and the reader to
experience. Working with and without
rules to characterise the idea of an
encounter with art (for the artist,
writer and reader) as incident, in the
most ongoing sense of the word.i
“A postmodern artist or writer is in
the position of a philosopher: the
text he writes, the work he produces
is not in principle governed by pre
established rules. [These] rules and
categories are what the work of art
itself is looking for. The artist or
writer, then, is working without rules
in order to formulate the rules that
will have been done. Hence the fact
that the work and the text have the
characters of an event’’ ii
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In no particular order: painting
as metaphor for presentness, is an
exhibition of paintings by Simón
Granell with the writings of
Kathleen Abiker and curated
by Josepha Sanna.
The collaboration and exhibition is
an exploration into the process of
painting as metaphor for presentness
and into what it means to be stuck,
unable to act: a reason to create or
a reason to stop. The work does not
merely reflect the process of painting
but is about the method of painting;
it is evidence of an act, but of process
interpreted by gesture.
Some of the paintings are reminiscent
of macro or micro-landscapes: fields,
layers, cross-sections or fingerprints,
seen from a great height, or seen from
close up. The exhibition proposes a
series of paintings that, in their ‘daily
recording’, chronicle existence and evoke
the passage of time, complemented
by a series of incidental speculations
presented in the text.

The audience’s role in these works is
that of the archaeologist; retracing
and deconstructing the history of
a work. This process engages time,
simultaneously connecting with the
artist’s activity and the impossibility
of its full retrieval. Repetition and
consistency give way to ambiguity.
A process that starts off explicit
becomes uncertain and distorted, as
does an everyday word whose meaning
is lost through repetition, and whose
beginning and end become blurred.
What must it be like to endlessly repeat
an activity?
The first part of the project was an
investigation into a series of paintings
and a text that explored process in
painting as metaphor for presentness.
The second was the artist’s personal
reflections on being stuck, unable to
act. Considering Stuck as a good thing
or as a bad thing; a reason to create or a
reason to stop. At the heart of this is what
François Jullien refers to as blandness:

